Abstract: This article challenges the predominant narrative of the rise of modern environmentalism that supports much of the historiography on environmental ideas and movements. Through a study of the effects of the Torrey Canyon disaster of 1967, we show that everyday life is a vital mediator of environmental catastrophes, and has played a crucial role in rendering ambiguous popular attitudes towards the impact of disasters on the natural world. Using oral interview evidence, neglected by much environmental history, we trace the connections between the experience of the disaster and the contradictory ways in which this experience was or, more commonly, was not translated into environmentalist sensibility. We study the ways in which everyday concerns about economic insecurity created antagonistic understandings of the disaster that both magnified its unfortunate impact and complicated its subsequent meaning. We argue that attitudes towards the spill and its effects on nature were often contradictory. On the one hand there was a powerful association with the suffering of wildlife affected by the spill. Yet simultaneously many of those interviewed rejected explicit environmental activism, or drew only weak lines of connection between green ideas and their own experience of environmental disaster. We suggest that everyday environmental discourse should be seen as more geographically specific, ambiguous, and self-aware than that which is traditionally associated with the conservation movement, and that oral history can be a vital tool in developing a more sophisticated understanding of the complex social nature of modern environmentalism.
Introduction
At about nine o'clock on the morning of Saturday March 18, 1967 the Torrey Canyon, a 118,000 ton crude oil carrier, was steaming east of the Scilly Isles off the Southwest coast of Britain. 1 The vessel was significantly off a course that would have taken her through safe passage west of the Isles, heading directly for the notorious Seven Stones reef. One of a new breed of "jumboized" super-tankers taking crude oil from the Persian Gulf to refineries in Western Europe, she was the technical embodiment of the post-war transformation of global oil distribution. 2 A series of attempts to warn the Torrey Canyon's crew of the impending catastrophe were to no avail. Sometime after a quarter-past nine the ship went hard aground atop Pollard Rock, tearing open several of her tanks in the process. In the weeks that followed the grounding, the uncertain fate of the ship slowly turned to disaster. For several days, salvage was attempted. However, poor weather hampered these operations, further ensuring settling of the ship on the rocks. The following Tuesday, an attempt to tow the vessel off the rocks ended with an explosion that fatally injured the chief salvor. By Easter Sunday, on March 26, the weather had deteriorated. Battered by wind and waves, the Torrey Canyon finally began to break apart, releasing a further 30,000 tons of crude oil into surrounding waters. That evening the British government launched an attempt to destroy the remaining oil on board through aerial bombardment.
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With the salvage operation concluding in spectacular televisual failure, attention turned to the oil now coming ashore on Cornwall's world-famous holiday resort beaches.
Over the next fortnight an enormous clean-up operation took place, involving hundreds of military personnel, volunteer firemen, local fishermen, municipal workers and volunteers.
The seas and beaches around Cornwall were sprayed extensively with toxic detergents designed to emulsify and disperse the crude oil. A month after the grounding it was possible for government to plausibly claim the crisis over and "Operation Mop-Up" a success. Yet in 3 the interim many thousands of oiled birds and poisoned marine creatures had perished and
Cornwall's marine ecology suffered significant damage as a result of the detergent.
Cornwall's holiday resort status was saved, but at an enormous cost to the natural environment.
When asked to what degree these events had influenced her own thinking about the environment, Marion Caldwell offered the following reflection:
[Marion Caldwell] I think it probably did. We didn't hear much about that side of things at all, as we do now. I don't think we knew about air, well there wasn't so much air pollution in Cornwall anyway. The ecological side of things. No, it was not discussed really. The farming, you know, that was a great part of our lives I suppose, but when it came to seeing the fish, that did hit people. You know we eat fish
[laughter], we don't eat birds as a rule, and it's often when it touches people's lives directly that you begin to think more about these things. People were very sad to see the birds suffer, and so many of them! It wasn't just seagulls it was the cormorants, the shags, whatever, all sorts of different birds were affected. That was horrid, they are a beautiful part of our lives and that was horrid, to see them like that. I was talking about the rock pools, we used to have such fun in those as children, and to see them sort of empty and oily, and it made a difference. Whether people started thinking more, then, about what destruction things like that can cause in our lives, I don't know. Maybe it had a good outcome in that it made people think about these disasters. 4 Caldwell's answer reveals uncertainty. What was the ultimate impact of this disaster on environmental consciousness? Maybe people did start to think about the destruction of the environment? She emphasizes her uncertainly with phrases such as "probably" and "I don't 4 know." Her honest uncertainty suggests no easy route from the experience of environmental disaster to a sense of changing communal consciousness.
In recent years, social and environmental historians have argued that we should pay greater attention to the social context of popular thinking about the environment. 5 Marco
Armiero and Lise Fernada Sedrez, for instance, have argued that popular environmentalisms are driven as much by social and economic context as by ecological ideas. 6 The study of subaltern environmentalism has led to significant progress in our understanding of environmental consciousness among non-elite groups. However, it has tended to focus on clearly politicized responses to environmental concerns. 7 The resonance of an infamous example, such as Love Canal, a classic case for the study of social and environmental concerns, is precisely the connection between a pollution incident and the development of a politically effective environmental consciousness. 8 It is a case where, in contrast to
Caldwell's experience, we do know about the effects of disaster. However, the risk of emphasizing such cases is that they produce a narrative that exaggerates the impact of disasters on the development of formal environmental organization. More broadly, they contribute to a story of the greening of this or that polity, which fails to account for those similar incidents and processes where no straightforward greening takes place. 9 As Stefania Barca has argued, it is not clear that a straightforward narrative of the rise of modern environmentalism is viable in many subaltern contexts. 10 Our own research raises questions about how the experience of environmental disaster is mediated in complex and This exploration of everyday environmental consciousness and its limits has been undertaken through oral history, an approach that, with notable exceptions, is still underutilized in environmental histories, but that is well suited to the interrogation of the everyday experience and the traces it leaves in memory. 12 Our public call, through local newspapers and radio stations, for those who remembered this event generated more than 100
replies, and interviews with fifty men and women were recorded during the summer of 2012.
The composition of the final interview cohort was designed to reflect both the geographic spread of the oil contamination and the impact upon different sectors of the Cornish economy, and therefore includes men and women from a wide range of occupations, such as fishermen, hoteliers, lifeguards, policemen, truck drivers and housewives. The majority were born between the mid-1930s and the late 1940s: most were in their twenties or early thirties at the time of the disaster, while others were in their late teens, and two were children. The interviewees, therefore, came from a wide range of Cornish villages and towns, both on the coast and inland. In addition, the memories of personnel from the army, navy, and fire service-many of whom were brought in from outside the county for the duration of the emergency-were also recorded.
Our semi-structured oral history interviews followed an open-ended format in three parts: autobiographical information and life narrative, specific memories of the events and 6 impact of the Torrey Canyon, and finally reflection upon the meaning of the oil spill in the longer term. 13 This interview structure enabled the authors to address different dimensions of the remembering process. First of all, the life story contextualized personal memories of the disaster, allowing the interviewers to understand both the role of class and occupation, and the narrative frameworks, within which accounts of the disaster were situated. The specific memories of this disaster are analysed fully elsewhere, following a predominantly "reading with the grain" approach to elucidate how the oil spill and clean-up operation were experienced, remembered, and given meaning by those living in the affected communities. In the concluding part of the oral history interviews participants were asked about the short and long-term social, economic, or environmental impacts of this disaster, their knowledge of oil spills elsewhere in the world, and any other matters they wished to discuss. It is from this section of the interview that the earlier excerpt from Marian Caldwell is drawn, and the interviewees' reflections enhanced the opportunity to unpack the complexity of everyday environmental consciousness. What follows integrates oral history narratives with the evidence of contemporary newspapers, local and national archives, and reads these "against the grain" to explain some of the tensions that Caldwell identified in the relationship of the Torrey Canyon disaster to environmental consciousness. In doing so, we throw new light on the complex and difficult relationship between environmentalism as a political and ideological discourse and everyday life in modern Britain.
The Contradictions of Disaster
The character of everyday life in post-war Cornwall was critical to the making of the Torrey antagonism between "Downlong" and "Uplong" St Ives matured into a class and cultural division between the long-term Cornish inhabitants of the town, many of whom were moving to new council estates, and an increasingly powerful group of immigrant holiday-home owners, hoteliers, etc. 28 Farrell's father and grandfather were both fishermen in the district, 9 though it was increasingly difficult to sustain an income this way and his father also had a permanent job with the railway. Farrell's mother worked for hotels and restaurants in the area, servicing the growing tourist industry. Clearly, there was a complex relationship here between antagonism towards the tourist industry and simultaneous economic reliance upon it.
Consequently, there was more at stake than the effect of oil on a maritime
environment. An entire political economy was threatened with catastrophe. 29 For hoteliers and traders alike, the oil that began washing ashore from March 23 was an immediate threat to the landscape of tourism on which their business depended. 30 Those running businesses in the tourist sector formed a powerful interest group, who, through local newspapers, actively sought to influence representation of the oil spill as an incident threatening Cornwall's economic future. Resort towns like St Ives were terrorized by the fear of losing business because of the pollution of beaches such as Porthmeor. Colin Kenney, whose parents ran the Mullion Hotel, recalled the "overwhelming fear" that struck those in the catering and hotel trades in the wake of the stranding, and fear of potential bankruptcy should the tourist season fail. 31 The main part of the summer tourism started in May and June with a peak during the six weeks of the school holidays. It was, therefore, a priority to have the beaches cleared of oil by that time. 32 The economic viability of the main tourist beaches was the prime concern of this social group and the resort to extensive use of detergent was reinforced by the power of their voice in local media and through local political representatives, despite concerns expressed by local fishermen about the possible effect of detergent on their catch. 33 As the oil came ashore at coves and beaches across west and north Cornwall, the West Briton reported the Royal Navy being encouraged to "spray on regardless," using up to 80,000 gallons of detergent a day. 10 Regional newspapers repeatedly emphasized the key arena of activity as a "battle" for the beaches. 34 Farrell interpreted the priorities of "Operation Mop-up" as economic and political: "I certainly think quite quickly many of us realised that the clean-up wasn't in effect about cleaning up an ecological disaster, it was just about the cosmetics of getting the town ready for the summer season." 35 Brian Sheen put it even more succinctly, "Cornwall had to protect its holiday industry." 36 The local tourist industry worked hard through their influence on local news and political representatives to encourage government action to "save the beaches," and, subsequently, to close down discussion of the incident, or its long-term effects.. Cornwall County Council and its Chairman, Alderman K.G. Foster, issued a series of press releases designed to convince the press, and reassure holiday-makers, that the effects of the spill would be minimal. 37 The dominant narrative in the Cornish newspapers of April and Television' and to reassure tourists that the 'tremendous effort' made by local and national government would ensure 'your holiday will not be affected in any way'. 39 Many small owners of guest houses and hotels no doubt rightly feared for their future.
Tourism is an insecure and periodic industry. The needs of everyday survival were paramount 11 in encouraging many to support and participate in the needless and excessive destruction of their own natural environment. While the economic impact of the spill was potentially disastrous to those dependent upon tourism, in the short-term it produced a significant economic boon for some. In the absence of a well-developed government plan for a clean-up of a large-scale spill, the administrative response relied heavily on the ad hoc chartering of local labor and resources. 40 Significant payments, partly from local funds in the first instance, were made to the owners of fishing vessels to participate in the spraying of detergent.
Fishermen and other workers enjoyed a brief period of relatively generous overtime pay during the clean-up operation, which supplemented insecure seasonal incomes. Consequently, the clean-up itself became a significant economic event in the lives of its participants that prompted conflicted responses. As Farrell remembered:
Now everyone considered this to be a disaster but actually there was a very real feeling of, well, local boats may be involved in the spraying of the detergent and make some money on it. And that time of the year, early spring, was generally, in the sixties, before the summer fisheries really got going. So if there was money to be made out of spraying detergent, it was considered to be a bit of a bonus, in terms of the boatmen in the harbour. It wasn't just the fishermen either; it was obvious the pleasure boat owners thought there might be something in it. And I think what surprised many people at the time was the actual sums of money involved. It was, my memory is, that the smaller boats were getting £90 a day, which back in the sixties was a considerable sum of money… 41 This double-sided character to the spill-a disaster with a silver-lining is rarely commented on, but it was repeated by numerous interviewees-plays a critical role in understanding the contradictions of subsequent environmental responses, and their rootedness in everyday experiences of economic insecurity. 12 Overtime payments to local council workers were one unexpected boon, the "golden oil" helping parents to support their newly married children. 42 Richard Angove, a lorry driver during the incident, was involved in transporting detergent from Falmouth Docks to various Cornwall Council depots around the coast. He recalled having "an extra shilling in my pocket" and working an extra Saturday on "time and a half." 43 For Angove the grounding was a contradictory event: "That's the two halves of the scenario, all these people working on the clean-up; I can earn twice as much I'm earning a living. I think that's a scenario of all disasters. Someone somewhere makes money." 44 Angove's comment gets to the heart of the contradictions of environmental disasters in everyday life. The oil spill was a disaster for hotel owners, but for many local workers and some fishermen it offered a short-term source of financial reward. Far from being a straightforward disaster, Angove demonstrates that the impact of the Torrey Canyon was powerfully mediated by socio-economic circumstances and class divisions.
For working-class people it was a familiar case of making the best of the worst. As
Farrell recalled: "I only worked for about a week, because by the end of the first week the smaller boats were laid off. It was a bit of a gold mine for a while, but like many gold mines the gold strike didn't last very long and they brought big boats down and when the big boats came down the smaller boats, like the one I was aboard was laid off really. But it was a cloud with a silver lining, because certainly for a short while it brought a lot of money to some of the small boat owners and certainly the pleasure boat owners." 45 Some local fishermen made an extra income by taking journalists out to see the Torrey Canyon and the clean-up operation. 46 Divisions even emerged over ownership of the money-spinning pollution. Farrell recalled his own boat's owner discovering a Penzance based vessel spraying "our oil." He "was quite protective about the oil," he recalled, suggesting an irritation with a rival town's 13 boat being allowed an easy job in the bay and the concern that the brief financial bonanza was being exploited by outsiders. 
Memories of Nature
In the social and economic context outlined above, it is perhaps unsurprising that attitudes towards the disaster's impact on nature and wildlife were contradictory and inconsistent. The official photographic record of the Cornwall County Fire Brigade, which provided a great deal of the manpower used in cleaning the beached, contained no pictures recording the damage to bird or marine life. 48 Yet, there was clearly concern about the effects of detergent and oil on the marine environment. As one correspondent in the Cornish Guardian put it: "To those, however, who believe that oil which is no longer visible, on the sea or on the beaches, is no longer there, I would ask them to consider the possibilities of where it has gone to. The answer must be in the sea which despite the layman's view of its 14 all-embracing vastness, is highly sensitive to pollutants which affect the chain of life just as they do in a river." 49 A meeting arranged by the Nature Conservancy in Plymouth in the early days after the grounding conveyed the concerns of organisations such as the Cornwall Naturalists Trust and the Cornwall Bird Watching and Preservation Society regarding the use of toxic detergents. 50 Similar worries from local fishermen were expressed to the Ministry of Housing and Local Government. 51 The ministry responded that it had to "make decisions on the use of detergents balancing the interests concerned, namely fisheries and the holiday industry." The interests of naturalists or the environment were not a priority. Claims for consideration of compensation due to detergent damage were rejected, along with any argument that there had been errors in the application of detergents, or that there was evidence of the harmfulness of detergent to marine life beyond the intertidal zone where the effects were obvious. 52 Although privately, and in subsequent reports, failings were Retrospectively, there may have been more willingness to recognize that the use of detergents had been excessive and harmful. One report concluded, "detergents were often applied by methods that were largely ineffective, uneconomic and wasteful of effort. This was particularly true of the methods used in dealing with the oil stranded on the shore." 54 However, this did not change the catastrophic environmental impact of the clean-up operation, which is reflected in memories that emphasize the chaotic and darkly-humorous side to events. Colin Kenney, sixteen at the time, recalled the detergent causing: "A lot of chaos really in terms of killing plant life, it wasn't good really at dealing with the oil and in 15 terms of toxicity of the stuff, the actual smell we were getting was a lot worse than the smell of the oil, so everybody had sore throats and was feeling a bit, you know, their eyes were watering. I mean the immediate area where they had these barrels and were decanting them was, all the foliage on the ground, grass, turned black so you could see the power in the stuff." 55 Stuart Charles, a local beach lifeguard, recalled: "Nobody understood the power of the detergent, it was all done with good intent, but it was even worse than the oil itself." The use of the detergent was, he thought, driven by a need "to be seen doing something." 56 Kerrier
District Council employee, Derek Richards was redirected to work on the spill and recalled the army being brought in to spray beaches: "… after a few days they got fed up with spraying, and all they did was put holes in the drums and just tipped it out, just tipped it out, and the same thing happened in Porthleven." 57 Philip Wrixon, a National Trust worker, recalled that it took years for the coastline to recover from the effects of excessive detergent use: "I could see it, we used to go round to a lot of beaches and coastal places to do work and have time to wander off and you could see the oil had been there and been cleaned and there wasn't much life back there again." 58 Philip
Ferguson, a child of eight at the time, recalled the immediate transformation of the coastal fauna:"…a different type of seaweed appeared, which wasn't there before. I think, whether the detergent washed everything away, the fastest acting seaweed would colonise anything. It had never been seen before. I'll always remember it was like a purpley black type of seaweed which just covered everything afterwards." 59 Vivian Stratton, a local naturalist, recalled it taking five years for local coastal marine life to return to something like normal. 60 How was any sense subsequently made of the damaging effects of the detergents?
One way was through identifying the competing interests involved. Brian Sheen, a chemical engineer who was working in the China Clay industry, thought that enthusiasm for the use of petrochemical detergents outweighed possible use of alternative substances such as chalk to 16 sink the oil, which would not profit the oil companies. 61 Derek Richards recalled that the use of detergents as "useless" suggesting that "someone along the line made a lot of money." 62 Nor was this any kind of fantasy. Unilever, one of the companies that supplied large amounts of detergent for the clean-up operation, later produced a short documentary advertisement to promote the effectiveness of its product, presumably in the hope of encouraging governments to stockpile it against future contingencies. 63 Local archival sources also reveal the attempts made by sales-people of various companies to encourage Cornwall County Council to stockpile their own brand of detergent. 64 Another response highlighted the antagonism between lay knowledge and the power of experts in determining the response to disaster, an antagonism that mirrors that found by Brian Wynne in the case of dispute over nuclear power. 65 It was scientific advice that first framed the nature of the technical response, but this knowledge largely came from outsider sources drafted in to advise on the clean-up. For some, failure to engage with and listen to local experience during "Operation Mop Up" exacerbated the problems the detergent caused.
Eric Kemp, second officer on the Trinity House vessel Stella, at the time of the accident remembered fishermen realising straight away that the detergent being used was too strong, but also noted that there was a tendency among officials to "never listen to the locals." 66 A sense of social and geographical marginality therefore framed memories of why the clean-up operation had apparently gone so badly awry.
Perhaps the most powerful memories of the Torrey Canyon referred to its terrible impact on seabirds. The disaster struck at the height of the migratory season for many auks, what I witnessed with my own eyes. It was truly a pitiful sight to behold an oil covered bird, but many birds were saved due to the hard work of a lot of people." 67 The sad reality was that, contrary to Darracott's memory, most oiled birds rescued actually died despite efforts to rehabilitate them (the RSPCA later estimated that of 5000 birds sent to rehabilitation centers only some 500 survived), though it is perhaps suggestive that he recalls this effort as having been a success rather than a failure. 68 The suffering and death of so many seabirds was a powerful and emotive memory for many looking back on the impact of the oil, and perhaps the one area in which a clear connection between the disaster and environmental consciousness might be drawn. Accountant Philip Dredge spoke of it forcing him to think more about the effect of such disasters on wildlife in later years: "The creatures that were affected didn't deserve it, and were helpless." 69 Concern with the effect of oil on seabirds was widespread and mobilized hundreds into action. The St Ives Times and Echo reported on community affected by the disaster, one that surmounted the barrier between human and animal life. 77 Thus, while the oil threatened tourism, and the clean-up operation brought economic opportunity for some, the damage to local wildlife opened a space for others to challenge the prioritization of economic over environmental need.
The Torrey Canyon and the Greening of Britain
Our interviews show that these experiences of the impact of the Torrey Canyon and its clean-up did not necessarily lend themselves to the formation of explicitly environmentalist forms of consciousness or politics. It was unusual for those we interviewed to connect the Torrey Canyon to later involvement in wildlife conservation or environmentalist activism. Indeed, for many an explicit distancing towards the politics of environmentalism remained perfectly viable whilst simultaneously decrying the effects of the spill and clean-up operation. Even the most obvious exception to this rule, Jane Goodall
Lloyd, who was brought up in Newquay and later became a biology teacher and involved with Friends of the Earth, cited the problem of sewage pollution and the work of the campaign group Surfers Against Sewage as a greater influence than the Torrey Canyon. 78 Amongst most of those interviewed there was a notable absence of criticism of the oil industry, with the exception of Angove, who remarked that "because the oil industry and the oil companies are so politically strong… they have a stranglehold around the neck of the whole world that wants fuel. So they tend to be a bit lax." 79 But such an explicit critique of the oil industry's environmental record was uncommon.
Exceptions to this rule tended to come either from relatively privileged, outsider voices or, unsurprisingly, from existing nature conservation organizations, whose voice arguably represented rather middle-class concerns. John Lister-Kaye's autobiographical account of the incident offers a clear connection between the Torrey Canyon and the 20 development of his own nascent environmentalism, but his was the perspective of a businessman who lived outside the county. "I viewed the television with chilling, tingling dismay," he subsequently wrote, "Nothing I had seen or heard in the news reports told me that we were facing a major environmental disaster. I just knew it. It seems obvious now, but back then we had no direct experience; such terms were not in common use."
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Unfortunately, he did not participate in the work of the clean-up operation, and his later involvement in the development of an environmental education center took place in Scotland.
For Lister-Kaye Torrey Canyon, as important as it may have been in his own life narrative, was primarily a media memory rather than a direct experience as such.
One strongly conservationist voice was that of local farmer T.O. Darke (father of the playwright Nick Darke) who argued that the toxic effects of detergents on the marine food chain should be a source of concern. He argued in the local press against the prevailing wisdom of the local authorities and scientific expertise that the very vastness of the seas rendered the use of detergents pointless, as ultimately the sea would cleanse the beaches of oil. Worse, detergents were destructive of the ecologies of shoreline coves and inlets. "Is it," he asked, "therefore, worth putting our shellfish industry and the whole ecology of our shoreline at risk for perhaps 20 years so that a few visitors can sit on a rock without getting their pants dirty this year?" 81 instructions to local authorities regarding the appropriate use of toxic detergents. 84 How far this changed the actual application of these substances was, however, unclear.
A similarly eloquent expression of environmentalist sentiment came from the feminist and peace activist Dora Russell. She represented a common type of in-migrant to rural
Cornwall, a middle class activist woman from a London background, and could not be thought of as speaking from the same position as most of those we interviewed. The author of
The Religion of the Machine Age (1983) and an inhabitant of Porthcurno not far from the site of the wreck, Russell was also a founder member of the Conservation Society (1966). As
Meredith Veldman has shown, the Conservation Society was one of the earliest forms of organized political environmentalism in Britain with a small membership committed to antigrowth economics and population control. 85 Russell wrote to the editor of the Western Morning News that "the wreck of the Torrey Canyon, whose oil is now flooding our beaches, shows only too clearly once more the danger to our natural environment and possibly our 22 very life of irresponsible modern enterprises." 86 Russell attacked the way the authorities had "been more concerned with the rights and interests of the company and underwriters and the legal niceties than with the live creatures, human, animal, birds, vegetation who were likely to suffer most." 87 She encouraged her readers to join the Conservation Society.
Both Darke and Russell lived in Cornwall and they articulated more explicitly than many of our interviewees the ecological consequences of the disaster seen through the lens of modern science. They were clearly conscious of ecological discourse and demonstrate the significance of a longer intellectual history of critique of modern industrial society and of conservationist and preservationist impulses. Yet, at the same time, the antagonism they express towards the privileging of social and economic needs and interests over the environment is more simplistic than that which is to be found in the oral testimony. Despite ends by recounting experiences of dead birds and marine animals and his decision to return home, noting that he felt "in the way," unable to become involved in the activity that was the focus of everyone's daily attention. 88 The key movement in Lister-Kaye's encounter with 23 environmental consciousness is therefore a return from a catastrophe, rather than an active engagement with it. Of course, working-class people living in Cornwall did not have this privilege. Lister-Kaye's account suggests an inability, or an unwillingness, to traverse the divide between a very practical, if conflicted, environmental sensibility grounded in lived experience, and a self-conscious, perhaps ineffectual, intellectual conservationism.
None of this is to suggest that the Torrey Canyon disaster made no difference to popular reception of environmental ideas. Rather, oral testimonies reveal the profound complexity of popular engagements with environmentalism in the wake of the disaster.
Where explicit connections were made between the Torrey Canyon and later concerns with the environment, they were often ambiguous, failing to reflect the straightforward ethical experience narrated by Lister-Kaye. Philip Wrixon, who spoke of his concern about the suffering of bird life in the wake of the spill, also thought that in some areas contemporary concern for the environment had "gone too far," requiring the relocation of animals for new bypasses, for example. 89 In everyday life, there is a constant need to negotiate the needs of social and economic reproduction with the protection of nature.
Nowhere is this tension more apparent than in the account given by Eric Busby of the effects of the Torrey Canyon in his own life. A retained firefighter in Gloucester he was one of those drafted into the beach cleaning operation. He later worked in the UK Environment Agency, and might therefore be expected to exhibit clear connections between these experiences. Nonetheless he recounted those connections in ambiguous and contradictory terms.
[Interviewer] Do you think that your experience of the Torrey Canyon influenced the way you think about pollution, environmental issues, those sorts of things?
[Eric] It probably did to a certain extent. Although I was probably influenced much more when I came out of the fire service and saw some of the needless pollution that 24 goes on about the place. I was with Cornwall Council and later with the Environment Agency, dealing with waste and water pollution. We used to have incidents with chemicals being dumped, and some people are so irresponsible with what they do, and I suppose in a way Torrey Canyon did, perhaps, affect me in that respect without really realising that it had. It was only later on that you look at things and think, like I said earlier about the detergent, at the time nobody thought anything about it but as time went on and more reports started coming out, different surveys about the effect on marine life and that sort of thing, and you then thought to yourself well actually they're now saying it was the chemicals that did more damage than the oil. 90 Busby repeats Caldwell's use of the word "probably," signifying a desire to maintain the with the aftermath. There was no pursuit of culprits, or political response by civil society at large, in part because of the predominant concern not to upset local tourist trade. In its assessment of the aftermath, the Cornwall Naturalists Trust somewhat wistfully expressed the hope that in future disasters "the view of those concerned with the preservation of wildlife would not be overshadowed by concern for the economic consequences of a bad tourist season". 93 Yet, this was a wish, not an expectation, and a way of thinking about the effects of the catastrophe not generally evident among those we interviewed, who tended to remember the Torrey Canyon as a discrete incident in time. The long-term ramification or lessons of disaster were ambiguous or unclear. Paul Leggo, a helicopter pilot in 1967, recalled that the busy period of the clean-up operation was concentrated into a fortnight of intense activity, followed by a rapid return to normal. 94 Certainly, for a few at the time this return to normality was a little too quick. In mid-April 1967, E.D. Booth wrote to the Western Morning News to complain of a tanker discharge reflecting the "callous attitudes of the tanker firms to the continual contamination of our beaches. This is no new thing -it has been going on for over twenty years." 95 He suggested a boycott of oil companies in response. 96 Yet there 26 is no evidence that such a consumer boycott took place, and the idea that efforts to control multinational companies had failed to restrain decades of polluting activity reveals that the Torrey Canyon was part of a longer history of oil pollution that was accepted as part of everyday experience.
For these reasons, responses to the disaster were refracted through an experience of everyday life that gave little easy space to the adoption of a politicized environmentalist discourse. Rather, the aftermath was simply about getting used to new routines. Philip
Ferguson, a child in 1967, remembered that following the Torrey Canyon:
There was a problem with tar, you used to always stand on it, for years and years afterwards you'd go out on the beach and there was big lumps of tar you used to stand in and everything. You could never get it off your shoes. You' d be there with a stick trying to get it out. It was a very tarry beach for years afterwards. You used to have these great lumps of it, huge great lumps. The small ones you sort of couldn't really see, like black pebbles. You could walk back up the beach, and look at the bottoms, we always use to check our shoes, and have five or six tiny little dots on the where there was tiny bits of tar. You had to get those off before you actually went home. 97 It is currently fashionable to talk about resilience as if it is something to be produced by the interventions of government expertise. 98 But economically insecure communities like that found in Cornwall are already remarkably resilient. Indeed, an environmentalist might reasonably claim they are, politically speaking, too resilient. Environmental change, even of the catastrophic variety, is quickly assimilated into a new normal. The need for adaptation even dominated the thinking of local conservation groups such as the West Cornwall Footpaths Preservation Society. Its secretary, Winifred M. White, wrote to the Cornishman in June 1967 that "now that we must unhappily accept that the attractiveness to visitors of our beaches will be diminished for some time to come. It becomes more than ever important to 27 take stock of the many other features which we can offer to holiday makers." 99 The coast path, she suggested, offered a possible additional attraction with its "wonderful cliff scenery,"
such that "It is essential to have the whole continuous path restored, especially here in West
Cornwall, where our perimeter coast is our unique glory." 100 Preservation could profit from
catastrophe.
Yet, none of this should suggest that everyday notions of the needs of the environment were incapable of a critical response to disaster. Rather the critique was nuanced, expressed in the presence of antagonistic attitudes of the kind we have seen in the popular public struggle to save sea-birds and the powerful empathetic memory of their suffering and distress. Such a response did not need the permission of scientific, ecological discourse to articulate itself, or to mobilize practical action. It was enough that it sensed the tension between human needs and the wider natural world, and worked, the best it could, to close the gap. This is, perhaps an example of one of those moments where, what the critical geographer Alex Loftus has called "everyday environmentalism," comes into focus: an environmentalism that was only very imperfectly connected to the formal organisation of historical conservationism, or to the development of scientific ecology. 101 Yet its exclusion from each has perhaps ultimately fatally undermined the political potential of both, as well as contributed to an exaggerated historical focus on a process of greening over the environmentalism that is forever present in everyday life. Its presence can best be encountered though the art of conversation. 
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